Abstract. In the existing friction coefficient models, the influence of relatively horizontal vibration of rolled piece is always overlooked, this makes the friction coefficient model error and ultimately affects the accuracy of vibration model of rolling mill. In order to be more close to the actual situation, the vertical vibration model of strip mill is established by considering the effect of horizontal vibration of rolled piece. The approximate analytic solutions are obtained by multiple scales method. Then, bifurcation characteristics of system are analyzed by means of Singularity theory. Finally, frequency responses of system are investigated with the change of external excitation amplitudes and internal nonlinear parameters. Results show that vibration behavior of system changes with the external excitation amplitudes and frequencies, internal nonlinear parameters and coupling parameters. Moreover, the unstable frequency region of system can be obtained by amplitude-frequency curve.
Introduction
Plate and strip is the most popular rolling product, widely used in automobile manufacturing, shipping, aerospace and military field processing [1] . With the development of society, the size precision and surface quality of the plate and strip has been put forward higher requirements [2] . However, the vertical vibration of rolling mill has been a problem for enhancing the efficiency of cold rolling products all over the world. The vertical vibration of rolling mill will produce vibration mark in strip and roll surface, so that the quality of the products will be greatly discounted. Furthermore, the severe vibration of rolling mill even cause broken belt and equipment damage accidents, resulting in serious economic losses [3] [4] [5] .
For the vertical vibration problem of strip mill in the rolling process, experts and scholars have established a variety vertical vibration models of rolling mill from different angles, and some suggests are given to restrain the vertical vibration of rolling mill. Yarita et al. presented a linear spring-dumping model to represent the interaction between roll system and upper beam of frame. He built a 4-DOF vibration model to study the vertical vibration of rolling mill [6] . Tamiya et al. considered that the mass of work roll is far more less than the backup roll, so he omitted the mass of work roll and built a 2-DOF vibration model based on the research of Yarita [7] ; Soon after, Roberts et al. assumed that the rolling mill structure is equivalent along the rolling line, so he presented a single freedom vibration model of rolling mill [8] . With the development of nonlinear science, scholars begin to study the vertical vibration characteristics of rolling mill under the influence of nonlinear stiffness and nonlinear damping. Liu et al. set up a piecewise nonlinear vibration model of the hydraulic cylinder, and the vibration behavior of rolling mill with the nonlinear constraint of hydraulic cylinder were studied [9] .
In recent years, with the further research on the vibration of rolling mill, some of vibration phenomena of the mill cannot be explained by simple rolling process theory. Scholars begin to study the mill vibration from coupling angles. Yun et al. formulated a 2-DOF coupling model by coupling the horizontal vibration and vertical vibration of rolls, then the expression of dynamic component of the rolling force was derived, and they applied it in the mill structure [10] . Zhang et al. researched on the rolling mill vibration caused by flexural-vibration of the strip, and presented an electromechanical coupling vibration model of rolling mill; their work explained the unsteady vibration phenomenon, and attached importance to the parametric vibration of the rolling mill [11] . Yang et al. proposed a coupling vibration model by coupling the rolling process model, the mill roll stand structure model and the hydraulic servo system model; meanwhile the effects of different working conditions on the stability of cold rolling mill system were discussed; It contributes to the further study and suppression of coupling vibration [12] .
Although the numerous researches on strip mill vibration provide theoretical support and reference for the production and the design of rolling mill, the unsteady vibration of strip mill caused by horizontal vibration of rolled piece is always overlooked. However, in the actual rolling process of strip mill, there are two kinds of friction states between rolled piece and roll, static friction and sliding friction. These two different friction sates will bring about different effects on the vibration of the rolling mill system. The vibration of rolled piece will affect the rolling mill system by changing the roll gap friction coefficient. Furthermore, the coupling vibration of rolled piece and roll will be a direct threat to the quality of strip. While in the state of static friction, the effect is weaker. So the vibration of strip mill caused by horizontal vibration of rolled piece must be taken seriously and its further study is urgent [13] .
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the dynamic behavior and vertical vibration characteristic of strip mill under the coupling effect of roll-rolled piece, especially considering the influence of horizontal vibration of rolled piece on the friction coefficient, which is always neglected in former researches. In order to couple the rolling mill vertical vibration and the horizontal vibration of rolled piece, a coupling vibration model of rolling mill is proposed. Then by using multiple scales method, the analytic solutions are obtained. Finally, the static bifurcation characteristics and amplitude-frequency characteristics of coupling system are analyzed. The research results may provide a theoretical reference for the vibration suppression of the rolling mill.
2. Mathematical modeling of the strip mill structure
Modeling of friction force and rolling force
Due to the influence factors of rolling force varied, there are various forms of rolling force formula. All in that formulas, the Hill formula is most widely used and has good accuracy [14] . Therefore, the rolling force can be expressed with Hill formula as follows:
where:
= √ Δℎ, = 1.08 + 1.79 √1 − − 1.02 ,
where, is the width of rolled piece; is the contact length between roll and rolled piece in deformation zone; is the influential coefficient in stressed state; is the tension coefficient; is the average deformation resistance of materials; , is the regression coefficient of the model; is the work roll radius; Δℎ is reduction quantity of rolled piece, Δℎ = − ℎ − 2 , is the entrance thickness of rolled piece, ℎ is the exit thickness of rolled piece, is the vibration displacement of rolls;εis the reduction rate of rolled piece, = Δℎ ⁄ ; is the reduction rate of frame ingress, = ( − ) ⁄ ; is the reduction rate of frame egress, = ( − ℎ) ⁄ , is the thickness of pre-rolling rolled piece; and respectively represent the forward and backward tensile stress of rolled piece; is the friction coefficient of roll gap, it may be expressed as follows [15] :
where, and are the friction characteristic coefficients; is the work roll diameter; is work roll rotational speed; is the relative vibration speed of rolled piece in roll gap; considering that ≪ 1, so the Roberts formula can be simplified as:
(0,0) = − ℎ 0.5 + ( − 0.5) ,
When rolling process is stable, = 0, = 0. Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), then expanding Eq. (1) at equilibrium point by Taylor formula, the rolling force can be represented as:
According to the Friction theory, the friction formula can be written as:
where, and (0,0) are the steady-state values, Δ and Δ are the dynamic variable quantities; Take the main part of the friction force, Eq. (5) can be written as:
By substituting Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) into Eq. (6), the expression of Δ can be obtained:
Dynamic model of strip mill mechanical structure
The rolling system structure is very complex, in order to facilitate the research, scholars often simplify the rolling system by using the lumped mass method, the method is simple and effective, it has been recognized by industry experts [16] . Because the mass of work roll is far more less than the backup roll, So, according to the method, the work roll and backup roll can be viewed as a mass block. Based on the mass-spring-damping classic model, a structural model of plate and strip rolling mill is established as shown in Fig. 1 . The model especially consider the effect of horizontal vibration of rolled piece. In Fig. 1 , is the mass of rolled piece in roll gap, it can be obtained by the equation = ; whereρis the rolled piece density, is the volume of rolled piece in roll gap, and it may be approximately expressed as this: = ( + ℎ) 2 ⁄ ; The wave force of rolled piece in the forward and backward sliding zones is equivalent to the force function. Its stiffness can be written as: = ⁄ , = ⁄ ; where and stand for forward and backward tension of rolled piece, and stand for forward and backward cross-sectional area of rolled piece, and stand for forward and backward deformation length of rolled piece caused by external tension. The damping effect between the roll and rolled piece is equal to two equivalent damping . and are respectively the equivalent mass of upper and lower rolls; and are respectively the equivalent stiffness of upper and lower rolls; and are respectively the equivalent dumping of upper and lower rolls; and are the vibration displacement of upper and lower rolls; is the roll radium; * is the external disturbance force of rolls. According to the Lagrange principle of generalized dissipation, the dynamic equilibrium equation of the roll in the vertical direction can be expressed as:
Based on the assumption that the structure and vibration characteristic of rolling mill is symmetrical in relation to rolling line, there exist = ; = ; = − ; = . So, the two equations in Eq. (8) have same expression form. In order to simplify the analysis procedure, only research on the upper rolls. The equivalent mass of upper rolls is denoted by , the equivalent stiffness of upper rolls is denoted by , the equivalent dumping of upper rolls is denoted by . Based on the simplification and equivalence, Eq. (8) can be written as:
Based on the truth that in cold rolling process the roll is close to completely elastic flattening, namely, the contact surface between roll and rolled piece is close to a plane. On this basis, horizontal vibration dynamic equation can be expressed as: 
Coupling system solution of strip mill
Assuming that the system is subjected to periodic external disturbances, set * = cosΩ . By transposition and replacement, Eq. (11) is transformed into a standard form:
Set, = ; = ; = ̂ ; = ̂ ; = ̂ ; = ̂ ; = ̂ . By parameters replacement, Eq. (12) becomes:
For finding a nonlinear approximate solution of Eq. (13), two time scales of = and = are selected. Then, the time derivatives are defined as:
where, = ∂ ∂ ⁄ , is small parameter. By using multiple scales method, set the solution of Eq. (14) as:
Substituting Eq. (14) and (15) into (13) and separating terms of each order of, one has:
The solution of Eq. (16) is setting as:
Substituting Eqs. (18) into (13), and system internal resonance is taken into account. By using the small scale detuning parameters, the frequencies are redefined as: Ω = + ; = + . Where, and are detuning parameters. In order to avoid the secular terms of equations, Eq. (17) must satisfy the conditions as follow:
To solve Eq. (19), it is convenient to express the solution in polar form: 
Eliminating , , the frequency response is obtained in terms of two coupled equations as: 
Bifurcation characteristic analysis of strip mill
Substituting Eq. (21) into (22), and eliminating . Then the bifurcation equation is obtained:
where, , , , are the unfolding parameters related to the internal parameters of system; is the bifurcation parameter mainly related to external excitation. According to the Singularity theory, the Eq. (23) is the universal unfolding of the paradigm + = 0. Because there are too much unfolding parameters, the bifurcation characteristics cannot be directly displayed on the plane, so it is discussed in six cases.
Case 1: = = 0. Bifurcation set: = : Double limit point set: = ; Lag point set:
Transition set of system is: Σ = ∪ ∪ . Transition set of system is: Σ = ∪ ∪ . Letting two unfolding parameters of , , , equal to zero, six groups of projection of system transition sets are obtained accordingly. It can be seen from above six figures: on the same projection plane, it is divided into several different subregions by transition sets. In the same subregion, the bifurcation diagrams are all topological equivalent, and any points in different subregions are not equivalent. The system transition sets are divided into four subregions I, II, III, IV and four critical lines 1, 2, 3, 4. Selecting a point respectively in each subregions and the critical lines, then simulating their bifurcation characteristic in given system conditions, finally eight bifurcation diagrams are obtained. Simulation diagrams show that the system exhibits different bifurcation characteristics in different parameter regions. The eight groups of bifurcation diagrams indicate the change process of the system, which reflect the actual state of motion of the system. The analysis of bifurcation behavior can be used to determine the parameter region which leads to the instability of the system. Therefore, appropriate selection of system parameters can suppress the vibration of rolling mill. 
Numerical simulation and analysis
Selecting the actual parameters of 1780 mm rolling mill of Chengde Iron and Steel Co., Ltd as an example. The characteristic of coupling vibration model is numerically analyzed. The corresponding system parameters in the model are shown in Table 1 . In this section, frequency responses of rolling system are analyzed. In order to investigate the efficiency of appropriate rolling parameters, comparisons between different nonlinear internal parameters and external excitation amplitudes are presented. Based on the coupling vibration Eq. (21) and (22), the frequency responses of rolling system are obtained, the results are shown as Fig. 8-9 . Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) is respectively the frequency response diagram of rolled piece and rolls. As is shown in Fig. 8 , with the amplitudes changing of external excitation, the jump phenomenon is observed. In order to get the vibration rules of coupling system, three different external excitation amplitudes are compared in Fig. 8(a), 8(b) , the results indicate that increasing the amplitude of the external excitation, the amplitude of the vertical vibration of the roll increases and the frequency domain of the jump phenomenon decreases. Vibration rules of the roll with the change of internal nonlinear parameters are shown in Fig. 9(a)-(c) . By comparison and analysis, conclusion can be drawn: increasing the absolute value of the nonlinear parameter , the system becomes unstable, and frequency response in higher frequency disappeared; increasing the absolute value of the nonlinear parameter , the resonance frequency of the vertical vibration of the roll translates to the higher frequency, resonance frequency is far away from the natural frequency of the system; increasing the absolute value of the nonlinear parameter , the amplitude-frequency curve of roll vertical vibration migrates to the right, as the result, the unstable frequency region of the system increases. Liu Bin contributed to the conception of the study and revised the manuscript; Jiang Jiahao contributed significantly to date analyses and wrote the manuscript; Liu Fei contributed to the manuscript preparation and programming; Liu Haoran revised the manuscript and provided fund support; Li Peng helped perform the analysis with constructive discussions.
Conclusions
In this paper, considering the relatively horizontal vibration of rolled piece, the friction coefficient is expressed as related with the vertical vibration displacement of roll and the horizontal vibration velocity of rolled piece. Furthermore, considering the dynamic interaction between roll and rolled piece, the coupling vibration model of strip mill is proposed. In order to analyze the characteristics of coupling system, the analytic solution of the coupling system is obtained by the multiple scales method. By numerical simulation and analysis, conclusions are obtained as follows:
1) According to the Singularity theory, six groups of transition sets and bifurcation diagrams of system are obtained. The results show that: with the bifurcation parameters changing, the system shows different stability. This paper proposed a method to avoid the unstable vibration of system by limiting the selection of rolling process parameters.
2) By using MATLAB simulation, the amplitude-frequency characteristics of system with different rolling parameters are analyzed. Simulation results indicate that: with the parameters changing, the "jump phenomenon" can be weakened or even avoided; The appearance of resonance in the system will be difficult. The results can be used as a theoretical basis for selecting parameters in engineering application, and also are of significance for design of strip mill systems.
